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Puluz swivel phone holder with universal 1/4 mount (black)
Even better shots. The Puluz phone holder features a universal 1/4 and cold shoe type mount, so you can easily attach it to most devices.
It is made of high-quality aluminum alloy, which stands out for its incredible durability, while the soft rubber protective elements will hold
your phone stably in almost any situation. The product rotates 360 degrees and allows you to adjust the width from 6.5 cm to 9 cm.
 
Use the way you want
The carefully considered design of the mount allows 360° rotation - so you can freely adjust the viewing angle or change the position of
your  phone  (vertical  /  horizontal).  Universal  1/4  mount  and  cold  shoe  will  make  it  easy  to  attach  the  holder  to  a  tripod,  selfie  stick,
camera or stabilizer. What's more, thanks to the top cold-shoe mount, you can successfully install additional lighting or microphone.
 
Wide compatibility, many applications
You don't  have to  worry  about  compatibility  issues.  With a  width adjustment  of  6.5-9 cm,  the mount  is  compatible  with  most  popular
smartphones, including Huawei, Samsung and Apple. The device is designed for various usage scenarios. It will be great for, among other
things, making live broadcasts on social media platforms or on vacation. 
 
Manufacturer 
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Puluz
Model
PU3207B
Color 
Black
Material 
Aluminum alloy
Minimum width
6.5 cm
Maximum width
9 cm

Preço:

€ 25.50
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